Year 3
Maths
See reflective
stickers set
fortnightly week.

TT Rockstars
practice times
tables

Reading
Accelerated
reading daily

Children need to
complete at least
3 successful AR
quizzes each
term to receive
the Golden time.

Writing
See reflective
sticker set
fortnightly (this
may include SPaG
elements too).

Also writing tasks
in RE, History
Geography,
Interview.

SPaG
Spelling practise
from the weekly lists
set on Dojo and Year
high frequency lists

Segmenting and
blending spelling
into sounds
(phonemes) using
the phoneme chart
Set yourself dictated
sentences with
spelling in!

Homework Term 4
Additional activities
History/ Geography
Research a town/city that is different to
Ashford in a variety of ways and create a
fact file for it, explaining the differences
(i.e. a town by the sea)

RE
Write a prayer that could be read during an
Easter service.

Design and Technology
Re-create a local monument/landmark,
using the 3D modelling skills we learnt in
term 3 (Papier Mache using an armature)

Music
Listen to a range of traditional folk music
from across the UK. Write a review of the
different music and explain what you like best
and why. Or you could create a filmed review
and add to Class Dojo.
Interview
Interview a family member or close friend
about their favourite local destination. Write
down the questions you asked them and the
answers given or film the interview and add it
to class Dojo.

Art and Design
Design and draw a shield or sign that
shows a chosen village/town or city. E.g.

SMSC
Our Christian value this term is Forgiveness.
Discuss this Big Questions with family or
friends; do you all have the same idea?
Big Question: Can every action be forgiven?
Big Question: Is it better to forgive or be
forgiven?

Children should complete Reading daily. SPaG, Maths, Writing activities
should be completed every week. Children should also complete 4 of the
additional activities to gain golden time in the first week after half term.
Metacognition – talk about your learning; Growth Mindset – FAIL – First
attempt in learning; Philosophy for Children – Purpose for learning.

Physical Education
Find out about a traditional English
Country dance.
Perform a dance inspired by this dance.
Take photos or video and explain a little
bit about the dance (add to homework
book or Class Dojo).

Science
Design a poster, take photos or videos to show
how you use forces in everyday life e.g. swinging,
opening a door handle, closing the curtains.
Add labels to explain the force or if videoing
describe and show the force you use.
(Add photos and descriptions or video to Class
Dojo)

